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Abstract

Scholars have suggested several ways in which economic development could affect interstate conflict. Supply side arguments view modern economies as more difficult to subdue or exploit through force (i.e., development creates states that are “bitter pills”). The demand side perspective argues in contrast that development lessens the appeal of conquest among potential aggressors (i.e., development creates “prosperous pacifists”). We offer a formal model that isolates contrasting consequences of development for initiators and targets. We use a directed dyad research design to test hypotheses drawn from the model on measures of territorial conflict. The development of potential initiators, not of possible targets, discourages conflict among nations.
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1 Introduction

Economic liberals have long argued that development would eventually lead nations to abandon war (Paine 1986[1776], Cobden 1903[1867], Angell 1933). Evidence of a developmental peace remains tentative, however, even while existing explanations pose a range of causal logics. In particular, developmental peace arguments offer contrasting claims about whether economic forces work largely through diminishing the interest of states in aggression or by enhancing deterrence or defense.

Economic development could reduce the supply of targets, making some states harder to conquer or profitably subdue. In the information age, wealth is mobile and can leave the scene of an attack. Conquest of economies heavily dependent on regular infusions of capital and on willing labor with perishable skills makes little sense if occupation scares away investors or creative workers (Rose- crance 1985, 1996). Modern production processes are also distributed globally, making vertical integration through subjugation difficult (Brooks 1996, 2005). These arguments treat development as a “bitter pill,” creating polities that other nations find unappealing as targets of aggression.

Alternately, development could affect the demand for conquest if industrialized economies no longer benefit from territorial holdings, or find deploying occupying armies excessively expensive. Modernity could make the spoils of victory less valuable, either by lowering the price of commodities and raw materials obtainable through territorial aggression, raising the labor cost of occupation and wealth extraction, or by fostering other mechanisms for obtaining needed goods, such as global economic markets (Gartzke 2006, 2007). Demand side arguments imply that development creates “prosperous pacifists,” states that are much less inclined to pursue objectives as dispute initiators.

We construct a formal game theoretic model in which development affects states’ decisions to devote effort to domestic production or foreign acquisition. Economic development decreases a state’s willingness to expend increasingly valuable labor to capture capital through the conquest of territory. Our efforts to model resource competition differentiate between attributes of the initiator and target, leading to novel hypotheses about how development affects conflict propensity. By

There are other reasons why development might make states difficult to conquer. Nationalism, for example, creates territories that are harder to police and administer (Moore 1966, Gellner 1983, Tilly 1992, Van Evera 1994). While logically separable from our argument, we acknowledge and address these other causes in the empirical section. Note too, that in most cases nationalism is said to operate like a “bitter pill,” making certain nations more difficult and unappealing as targets of conquest. As we show later, this perspective is less compelling theoretically or empirically.
using a directed dyadic research design, we are also able to adjudicate among contrasting theoretical consequences of the nature of economic production and its impact on the motives to use force.

The model and our results tell a cohesive story about the effect of development on international cooperation and conflict. Rather than making states less likely to fight under all circumstances, development actually makes it easier for states to deploy armies far from home. Conversely, economic development diminishes the interest of potential initiators in contests over resources or territory (Gartzke & Rohner 2009). Development does not inoculate states from the danger of occupation. Indeed, economically developed countries appear no less subject to attack. Rather, development creates states that are reluctant to appropriate resources, perhaps because it is cheaper to buy inputs to production through global markets, while occupying armies are increasingly expensive.²

2 Studies of Economic Development and Interstate Conflict

Theories of economic development and conflict follow the waterways of established intellectual tradition, though these arguments are often so embedded in larger theoretical frameworks that their contributions—even their presence—often go unnoticed. Virtually every major school of thought in international relations treats economic development as a direct or indirect determinant of war or peace. Unfortunately, there is no consensus about the details, or even the basic content and consequences, of causal mechanisms; plausible claims point in seemingly contradictory directions.

Thucydides famously attributed the Peloponnesian War to “the growth of the power of Athens, and the alarm which it inspired in Lacedaemon” (1960, page 46). While widely interpreted as evidence of his bonafides as realist progenitor, Thucydides’ statement also illustrates his economic determinism, and the dependence within classical realist theory on external (usually economic) processes of change. The growth of Athenian power derived from its status as a trading state. Without economic development, Thucydides, and classical realism, largely lacks a dynamic element.

Where Thucydides sees danger, other scholars are more sanguine. Optimism about economic

²Culture or identity create ties to territory that affect conflict independent of economic valuation (c.f. Jepperson et al. 1996). The analysis here is not meant to discount culture or identity arguments. Instead, since we lack a theory of systematic variation in these immaterial factors (Henderson 1997), we leave their assessment to future research.
development gathered steam with the industrial revolution. Cobden, for example, argued that “Commerce is the grand panacea, which, like a beneficent medical discovery, will serve to inoculate with the healthy and saving taste for civilization all the nations of the world” (1903[1867], page 34). Cobden also offers the often repeated claim that development makes war more expensive. “Should war break out between two great nations I have no doubt that the immense consumption of material and the rapid destruction of property would have the effect of very soon bringing the combatants to reason or exhausting their resources” (Cobden 1903[1867], page 355). The argument is peculiar in part because development almost certainly has the effect of increasing state resources.

Witness to dramatic growth in economic livelihood, banking, trade, and travel at the end of the nineteenth century, Norman Angell argued “that it is impossible for one nation to seize by force the wealth or trade of another – to enrich itself by subjugating, or imposing its will by force on another; that, in short, war, even when victorious, can no longer achieve those aims for which peoples strive” (1933, pages 59–60). Conquered states with modern economies cannot be looted for anything of real value. Capital flight robs the invader of the assets it seeks to obtain. Indeed, continued productivity depends on enticing mobile inputs to production with good government and the honoring of contracts, behaviors that are at odds with conquest. Even if one could get the economy running, global trade markets make occupation a relatively expensive form of production.

Where centrist liberal intellectuals saw the march of progress and peace, scholars to the left and right heard the drumbeat of war. Hobson (1938[1905]), in particular, identifies capitalist development with imperialism. While Cobden viewed capitalism and the rising middle class as a brake on militarism, Hobson emphasized the consequences of an unequal distribution of income and of private control over mobile wealth. Capital accumulation and the resulting thirst for markets would lead to violence. “Imperialism—whether it consists in a future policy of expansion or in the rigorous maintenance of all those vast tropical lands which have been ear-marked as British spheres of influence—implies militarism now and ruinous wars in the future” (1938[1905], page 130).

---

3 See Blainey (1973, pages 18–32) for an lucid discussion of the Manchester school of liberal economic peace.

4 For Hobson, imperialism can be thwarted by democracy. “The power of the imperialist forces within the nation to use the national resources for their private gain, by operating the instrument of the State, can only be overthrown by the establishment of genuine democracy” (1938[1905], page 360). Long (1996) also shows that Hobson was pivotal in redirecting liberalism away from laissez-faire economic theory and toward a focus on international organizations.
With revolution slow to materialize, Lenin (1965) and other Marxists sought to associate capitalism with empire. The colonial system temporarily delayed the dialectic, but the inevitable result was just around the corner; competition to capture markets would lead to war and proletarian revolution.5 “The growth of capitalism, spreading out rapidly over a reconstituted Europe . . . opened up a new period of storm and danger among the nations of Europe” (Luxemburg 1971, page 128).

Realists shared the distain of Marxists for liberal political economics. Carr (1939) mounted a visceral attack on liberal theory.6 Development increases state resources, allowing sovereigns to buy more weapons. The Marxist struggle for markets also has an analogue in the realist preoccupation with the zero-sum struggle for power.7 The two “isms” part company in how they order events, and in what they emphasize. Marxist preoccupation with economics implies that politicians are just capitalist toadies. Realists reverse the causal arrow, promoting security above “low” economic politics. Thus, while Marxists saw capitalist development as inevitably descending to war, the realist view is qualified by how states choose to play their capitalist cards in the security sphere.

Cold war conditions emphasized relative, rather than absolute, power, diminishing the perceived importance of development as a determinant of war or peace. Arms racing, deterrence, and balancing supplanted imperialism and growth as key dynamic mechanisms in international relations.8 Some scholars bucked this cold war trend, however, retaining development in the driver’s seat of history. As before, both optimists (Kuznets 1966, 1973; Rosecrance 1985, 1996) and pessimists (Choucri & North 1975,1989; Kennedy 1989)9 coexisted in a common analytical universe.10

---

5Rowe (1999) argues that rising factor prices in periods of heated development lead to a sense of relative decline, insecurity, and preventive war. Yet, military innovation may adjust factor utilization in response to changes in supply.

6“What confronts us in international politics to-day is, therefore, nothing less than the complete bankruptcy of the conception of morality which has dominated political and economic thought for a century and a half. . . . The synthesis of morality and reason, at any rate in the crude form in which it was achieved by nineteenth-century liberalism, is untenable” (Carr 1939, page 62). Carr’s commentary, of course, leaves open the possibility of refining liberal theory.

7“Marxists and realists share a sense of the importance of contracting frontiers and their significance for the stability and peace of the system. As long as expansion is possible, the law of uneven growth (or development) can operate with little disturbing effect on the overall stability of the system. In time, however, limits are reached . . . . The clashes among states for territory, resources, and markets increase in frequency and magnitude and eventually culminate in hegemonic war” (Gilpin 1981, page 201). Yet, where Marxists see impeded growth as the critical dynamic in the timing of crisis, realists argue that states can stave off crisis through internal and/or external balancing.

8Inattention to the economic “fundamentals” contributed to the failure of most international relations experts and Sovietologists to anticipate the collapse of the Soviet system (Gaddis 1992a, 1992b, 2005a, 2005b; Strayer 1998). This inattention is more than a little ironic, given the critical role in Marxist ideology to economic determinism.


10Mueller (1989) argues that populations have simply changed their attitude about war, no longer finding fighting
challenge has been to find ways of adjudicating contrasting claims, given that anecdotal support appears ubiquitous. In the literature on development and conflict, quantification of key variables had been widely practiced, though researchers seldom went further than using data in tabular form for descriptive purposes. When statistical methods were applied, it was discovered that little or no empirical basis existed for any relationship between development and interstate conflict (Richardson 1960, East & Gregg 1967, Rummel 1967, Thompson 1982, Maoz & Russett 1992).

In apparent contrast, the level of economic development is viewed as one of the best and most reliable predictors of intrastate conflict (Collier & Hoeffler 2002, Elbadawi & Hegre 2008, Elbadawi & Sambanis 2002, Ellingsen 2000, Fearon & Laitin 2003, Hegre, Ellingsen, Gates & Gleditsch 2001). Fearon & Laitin find that GDP/pop. “is strongly significant in both a statistical and substantive sense” even when controlling for region, ethnicity, religion, prior conflict, territory, intervention, regime type, and stability (2003, page 83). “It has been repeatedly observed that the onset of internal wars is related to the level of economic development” (Wallensteen et al. 2001, page 21).

A closer look at arguments linking development to war or peace suggests a way to reconcile the enigma of contrasting domestic and international results. Rosecrance (1985) offers an optimistic vision of developmental peace reminiscent of Cobden, Bastiat, and other nineteenth century liberals. “Land, which is fixed, can be physically captured, but labor, capital, and information are mobile and cannot be definitively seized; after an attack, these resources can slip away like quicksilver” (Rosecrance 1996, page 48). In contrast, Ashley claims that “war is mainly explicable in terms of differential growth...” (1980, page 3). The incompatibility of these two perspectives is largely only apparent. The declining value of territory relative to other inputs to production should discourage territorial conquest. It does not follow that development eliminates all motives for warfare.\footnote{Brooks (1999, 2005) presents several arguments for why modern economies discourage conquest. First, labor mobility allows workers with globally marketable skills to flee occupied territories. Second, conquered assets may be difficult for the conqueror to repatriate. Third, invaders scare away investment, leading to capitalization problems for industries with short product cycles.}

\footnote{Brooks (1999, 2005) presents several arguments for why modern economies discourage conquest. First, labor mobility allows workers with globally marketable skills to flee occupied territories. Second, conquered assets may be difficult for the conqueror to repatriate. Third, invaders scare away investment, leading to capitalization problems for industries with short product cycles.}

Brooks (1999, 2005) presents several arguments for why modern economies discourage conquest. First, labor mobility allows workers with globally marketable skills to flee occupied territories. Second, conquered assets may be difficult for the conqueror to repatriate. Third, invaders scare away investment, leading to capitalization problems for industries with short product cycles.\footnote{Occupiers cannot credibly commit not to steal from investors and firms (Olson 1993, McGuire & Olson 1996).}
Fourth, coercion tends to stifle innovation and entrepreneurialism, essential engines of modern economies. While plausible, the lack of a statistical association between development and conflict suggests the need to treat these claims with caution. Brooks (1999) does not directly address the possibility that development increases the willingness or ability of states to fight. The jet age has made reaching out to touch, and to harm, distant adversaries easier and arguably more decisive.\textsuperscript{13}

Like other students of development, Brooks (1999, 2005) assumes that states fight over territory or resources. While resource competition is one motive for conflict, states can also compete over domestic or international outcomes, the trade surplus, and policy prerogatives. What a state is entitled to decide or impose on others can often be as valuable as where it is able to collect taxes. The absence of a discussion about how modernity affects the policy sphere in international politics suggests that only part of the impact of development is being addressed. Similarly, the profitability of invasion is strangely assumed to be an attribute of targets rather than of potential attackers.

3 How Economic Development Influences Interstate Conflict

The presence of plausible but conflicting theoretical assertions, and the ambiguity of available evidence implies the need for greater logical precision. We develop several versions of a formal model to clarify predictions and to identify which underlying assumptions are driving particular conclusions (Morton 1999, Osborne & Rubinstein 1994). The two-player game represents countries.

Elsewhere, we present a single, integrated model in which two players optimize over the three options of domestic production, territorial conquest, or policy coercion (Gartzke & Rohner 2009). Here, we focus on the more complex question of which states initiate contests. We build a game-theoretic model with a fully specified production function and where players have the choice over a continuous range of fighting intensities. Instead of allowing an overall assessment of the impact of economic development, this framework instead permits us to compare the effects of an acceleration of the development level of a country compared with the accelerated development of an opponent. Hence, we are able to distinguish supply-side versus demand-side effects of development for conflict.

\textsuperscript{13}Boulding (1962) pioneered the notion of a loss-of-strength gradient in which distance decays capabilities. Buhaug & Gleditsch (2006) show that distance continues to reduce conflict, though development has weakened the decay.
3.1 A Model of Territorial/Resource Conflict

Territorial conflict is characterized as mutual attempts to appropriate inputs to production. Consider a dyad in which two countries decide how to spend their overall (labor) time (normalized to equal 1) between productive ($L$) and appropriative ($F$) activities. More formally, we can represent the problem as the “time constraint” in equation (1), a standard budget constraint. Players have a given allocation of labor time that they can use for different activities. The framework is similar to a consumer choice model, where players have a given budget to spend on different goods:

$$L_i + F_i = 1$$

where $L = $ the proportion of the time endowment spent on productive activity (making things), and $F = $ the proportion of the time endowment spent on appropriation (stealing stuff), $i = 1, 2$.

Appropriation involves coercive acts intended to alter the distribution of inputs or outputs. Countries aim to obtain “land” and other tangible factors of production. Appropriation typically constitutes a zero-sum transfer with a resulting deadweight loss to the aggregate (total) production.

Attempts at appropriation need not lead automatically to fighting. As bargaining theories of war make clear, competition is a necessary but not sufficient condition for the outbreak of fighting (Fearon 1995, Wagner 2000, Powell 2002, Slantchev 2003). Yet, the converse must also be true; the mutual absence of appropriation is sufficient for war not to occur. Higher incentives for states to seek to appropriate from other states increase the risk that war might occur, should bargaining also fail. Increases in resources devoted to appropriation make nations “ripe” for conflict much as arms racing (Wallace 1979, Morrow 1989, Glaser 2004) or alliance formation (Levy 1981, Smith 1995, Leeds 2003) are said to presage war. More formally, we represent the situation in the following way.

$$R = R(F)$$  

where $R = $ the probability (risk) of inter-state war ($0 \leq R \leq 1$).

Even in bargaining theory, the risk of a contest is at least weakly increasing in appropriation ($F$). Many states lack the ability to fight (limited weapons, geographically distant). Any monotonically
increasing function of $R$ in terms of $F$ can be used, but bargaining theory implies that even for a maximum level of $F = 1$, the likelihood of conflict $R$ is far below 1. At some threshold, additional increases in capability levels are a poor predictor of variation in conflict. We introduce an arbitrary threshold $z$ on the ex ante probability of fighting, $R$, where $0 \leq z < 1$ (the quantity $(1 - z)$ can be interpreted as the stochastic component of war). One could adopt a logarithmic or exponential function such as $R = z \ln(\omega + F)$, or $R = zF^\phi$, where $\omega \geq 1$, $\phi > 0$. For example, Figure 1 plots $R$ in terms of $F$ when $R = \frac{z}{1 + \exp(\gamma - \mu F)}$, with parameter values of $\gamma = 6$, $\mu = 12$ and $z = 0.7$.

![Figure 1: The link between appropriative activities and fighting](image)

In the example in Figure 1, the sigmoidal shape of the function means that small changes in small values and in big values of $F$ have little effect on $R$, but comparable changes in middle-range values of $F$ lead to more substantial changes in $R$. Since we are primarily interested in how motives for aggression vary with economic attributes of states, we keep things simple by treating $F$ and $R$ as equivalent, while noting that our findings generalize to any continuous, monotonic function.

Only one output good, $y$, is produced, using two inputs, labor ($L$) and capital ($K$). Whereas $L$ is the choice variable, for the purposes of intuition, think of $K$ as an endowment of several forms of capital such as physical capital (infrastructure, machines, etc) and productive land. The respective production functions of the two countries in the model are displayed in equations (3a) and (3b).
where $\alpha, \beta =$ total factor productivities, and where $a, b, c, d =$ parameters. All factors are assumed to exhibit decreasing marginal returns (i.e. $a < 1, b < 1, c < 1, d < 1$).

Territorial conflict involves attempts to appropriate land and physical capital from an opponent. Equations (4a) and (4b) show the payoff (utility) functions for countries 1 and 2, respectively.

$$V_1 = \alpha L_1^a K_1^b \left\{ (1 - \psi_2 F_2)K_1 + \psi_1 F_1 K_2^{1-\rho} \right\}^b$$

(4a)

$$V_2 = \beta L_2^c K_2^d \left\{ (1 - \psi_1 F_1)K_2 + \psi_2 F_2 K_1^{1-\rho} \right\}^d$$

(4b)

where $\psi_1, \psi_2 =$ fighting technology ($0 < \psi_1 < 1, 0 < \psi_2 < 1$), $\rho =$ friction of appropriation.

The payoff function for country 1 simply corresponds to its production using the non-appropriated portion of its own capital and the capital it steals from country 2. The terms $\psi_1, \psi_2$ represent the “effectiveness” of appropriation, which directly depends on the fighting technology of the two countries. If, for example, country 1 has better fighting technology (i.e. larger $\psi_1$), then each unit of its fighting effort results in more land and physical capital being appropriated from country 2.

One can think of $\psi_1$ as a function $S$ of the levels of capital in the two countries, i.e. $\psi_1 = S(K_1, K_2)$. Note that $K_1$ and $K_2$ also capture the capital intensity of an economy, given that the total labor stock is normalized to 1. It is also natural to assume that $\partial S/\partial K_1 > 0$ and $\partial S/\partial K_2 < 0$. Capital-intensive countries have better fighting technologies and are thus more difficult to conquer.

We believe that technology has relatively little independent impact on the modern conflict behavior of states, however. At least part of the role of technology is to substitute for increasingly expensive labor in the military forces of advanced industrial nations (Gartzke 2001). There is also an increasing gulf between optimal force structures for achieving victory on the battlefield and for policing and suppressing occupied populations (Headrick 1981, Biddle 1998). Control of territory is labor intensive, requiring the suppression of local resistance movements. The difficulties faced by
U.S. forces in Vietnam and more recently in Iraq illustrate this point. While fighting technology can be viewed as a critical determinant of conflict (van Creveld 1989, Biddle 2004), we argue, and later show, that the effect of military technology, independent of economic development, is not large. The motivations for war, and the physical ability to sustain operations far from home often prove of much greater significance than the presence of sophisticated weapons technology (Lieber 2005). Given these arguments, we assume that the fighting technology for territorial conquest is a concave function of the capital in a country, \( \partial^2 S/(\partial K_1)^2 < 0 \). In other words, capital intensity increases fighting power, but at a decreasing rate. Similar increases in the capital-intensiveness of both countries in a dyad should also tend to cancel each other out. Hence, \( \partial S/\partial K_1 \approx -\partial S/\partial K_2 \).

The term \( \rho \) represents “friction” associated with appropriation. Similar to “iceberg transport costs” in gravity models of trade, friction corresponds to the destruction of capital through the act of appropriation. Friction can result from indirect factors such as a loss of local or international goodwill or know-how or as a direct result of fighting (casualties, infrastructure deterioration).

Applying the time constraint (1) to the payoff functions (4a) and (4b), and simplifying, yields, respectively, equations (5a) and (5b):

\[
V_1 = \alpha L_1^a \left\{ (1 - \psi_2(1 - L_2))K_1 + \psi_1(1 - L_1)K_2^{1-\rho} \right\}^b \\
V_2 = \beta L_2^c \left\{ (1 - \psi_1(1 - L_1))K_2 + \psi_2(1 - L_2)K_1^{1-\rho} \right\}^d
\]

(5a)  

(5b)

Taking the first derivative of \( V_1 \) with respect to \( L_1 \), and of \( V_2 \) with respect to \( L_2 \), we obtain the first-order conditions, and the reaction functions for the two countries, displayed in (6a) and (6b).

\[
RF_1(L_2) = L_1 = \frac{a}{a + b} \left[ \frac{(1 - \psi_2(1 - L_2))K_1}{\psi_1 K_2^{1-\rho}} + 1 \right] \\
RF_2(L_1) = L_2 = \frac{c}{c + d} \left[ \frac{(1 - \psi_1(1 - L_1))K_2}{\psi_2 K_1^{1-\rho}} + 1 \right]
\]

(6a)  

(6b)

The first thing to note is that the time spent for productive activities of a given country is greater if the opponent also spends more time on production and less on appropriation (i.e. \( L_1 \) is
increasing in $L_2$ in equation (6a), and $L_2$ is increasing in $L_1$ in equation (6b)). This relationship is reflected by positively sloped reaction functions (illustrated later in Figure 2), as in a “coordination-game” or a “common-interest-game.” This result also accords nicely with the finding of “zones of peace” among geographically proximate developed countries (Kacowicz 1998, Gleditsch 2003).

The unique Nash equilibrium corresponds to the intersection of the two reaction functions. Given their positive, linear slope we focus on the reaction functions for comparative statics, as every factor that increases their intercepts and slopes directly increases equilibrium labor levels.\(^{14}\)

We can see from equation (6a) that the level of productive activities of country 1 is positively related to country 1’s own capital endowment and is negatively related to the capital endowment of country 2. A higher capital endowment makes productive activities more efficient and thus more appealing compared to fighting. In contrast, a higher capital endowment of an opponent makes the opponent a more attractive target. Accordingly, country 1 will spend more time on appropriation and less on production if country 2 possesses a large capital stock. The invasion of Kuwait by Iraq in 1990 illustrates the appeal of conquering valuable inputs to production. Further, the level of productive activities $L_1$ decreases in the fighting technology $\psi_1$ of country 1 (being stronger makes a country more inclined to attempt to engage in appropriation) and in the fighting technology $\psi_2$ of country 2 (a strong opponent is more bellicose, discouraging country 1 from productive activity). Finally, a larger friction of appropriation $\rho$ deters fighting and makes production more attractive.

There are three distinct avenues through which economic development can affect conflict. First, development corresponds with an increase in total factor productivity. Second, development results in a higher capital stock endowment. The two effects are linked in the sense that a productivity increase today leads to both higher standards of living and a larger capital endowment in the future. Third, by increasing capital-intensity, development improves fighting technology (recall, $\partial S/\partial K > 0$). This third effect has the potential to confound the two positive effects of development. Yet, this should not be the case, given that improvements in military technology lag capital accumulation.

With the above framework, it is now possible to examine two sets of relationships: the general impact of development on territorial conflict and initiator versus target effects. We do so below.

\(^{14}\)We focus on interior solutions where $L_1 < 1, L_2 < 1$. Equilibrium labor levels are: $L_1 = A^{CK_1K_2(1-\psi_1)+K_1^{1-\psi_1}K_1(1-(1-C))\psi_1}$ and $L_2 = C^{AK_1^{1-\psi_2}K_1(1-\psi_2)+K_2^{1-\psi_2}K_2(1-(1-A))\psi_1}$, where $A \equiv \frac{a}{(a+b)}$, $C \equiv \frac{c}{(c+d)}$. 
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3.2 Hypotheses: Development and Territorial Conflict

Proponents of a link between economic development and peace point to the declining value of occupation, the increasing cost or risk of invasion, or the redundancy of conquest given the relatively free availability of goods (Brooks 2005, Rosecrance 1996). As we have pointed out, however, these claims are not generally supported by systematic studies. Still, these arguments appear to us to be not so much wrong, as overly categorical, asserting in effect that modernity reduces all motives for militarized violence. Territory (and the resources in and on land) has been a major source of warfare, but land is not the only item over which states fight (Vasquez 1993, Hensel 2000). Sovereign powers also use force to impose their will on other states or populations, making the targets of influence change policy or leadership rather than taking physical possession of territory. Since arguments made by advocates of a link between development or technology and peace only impinge on the economic value of territory, other reasons for fighting are not directly affected.

Our model predicts that economic development leads to a Nash equilibrium with a low level of fighting over territory. We first study the general effect of development on the incentives for territorial war, without distinguishing initiator versus target effects. Consider a general increase in development in both countries (for simplicity, we use the same relative increase in development). Total factor productivities and capital levels in both countries increase. Further, as the rise in development is symmetric in both countries, the effects on fighting technology cancel out (recall that fighting technologies $\psi_1$ and $\psi_2$ depend on the relative development levels of the counties, and hence, when both countries experience development to the same extent their relative fighting power does not change, i.e. $\partial S/\partial K_1 \approx -\partial S/\partial K_2$). Total factor productivities of the two countries do not enter the reaction functions, but capital stock levels do. The more developed country 1 (higher $K_1$), the greater country 1’s incentives to produce and the lower its incentives to attack country 2. In contrast, country 2’s development is associated with a higher level of $K_2$, which enters the denominator of the right hand side of equation (6a). Thus, as country 2 develops, country 1 cares less about its own production and more about appropriation. However, as there is a destruction cost associated with appropriation, the first effect dominates. We can see this when we multiply capital
levels in both countries by a common factor $\Delta > 1$ (i.e., the symmetric increase in development).

\[
L_1' = \frac{a}{a+b} \left[ \frac{(1-\psi_2(1-L_2))\Delta K_1}{\psi_1(\Delta K_2)^{1-\rho}} + 1 \right] = \frac{a}{a+b} \left[ \frac{(1-\psi_2(1-L_2))K_1}{\psi_1 K_2^{1-\rho}} \Delta^\rho + 1 \right] > L_1 \quad (7a)
\]

\[
L_2' = \frac{c}{c+d} \left[ \frac{(1-\psi_1(1-L_1))\Delta K_2}{\psi_2(\Delta K_1)^{1-\rho}} + 1 \right] = \frac{c}{c+d} \left[ \frac{(1-\psi_1(1-L_1))K_2}{\psi_2 K_1^{1-\rho}} \Delta^\rho + 1 \right] \Delta^\rho > L_2 \quad (7b)
\]

Clearly, this leads to higher levels of labor effort, $L_1'$ and $L_2'$. The model predicts that developed countries have more incentives to produce, and fewer incentives to pursue territorial appropriation.

**Hypothesis 1** Developed countries are less likely to experience territorial disputes.

Figure 2 illustrates the effect of a symmetrical increase in development for particular parameter values.\(^{15}\) Note that the result of hypothesis 1 is general and holds for all other parameter values as well. The solid gray line corresponds to the reaction function of country 1, while the solid black line represents the reaction function of country 2. Initially, development is low ($K_1 = K_2 = 1$). The Nash equilibrium is $E$, meaning that both countries spend roughly a third of their time producing and two thirds appropriating. Suppose now that a worldwide increase in economic development leads to $K_1' = K_2' = 3$. This results in a shift to the right of country 1’s reaction function (gray dotted line) and to an upward shift of country 2’s reaction function (black dotted line). The Nash equilibrium is then $E'$, where countries spend almost two thirds of their time for production, and the rest for appropriation. Increasing capitalization reduces incentives for countries to appropriate.

### 3.3 Hypotheses: Initiators versus Targets

Explanations suggest variously that development makes it harder to generate profit from occupied territory (the supply side “bitter pill” argument), or that potential initiators find fighting less profitable than production (demand side “prosperous pacifists” theories). Distinguishing between supply and demand effects is important in understanding how development influences war and peace (Most & Starr 1990). Brooks makes a supply side argument when he emphasizes the difficulty of maintaining modern economies under occupation: “it is almost certain that conquest

---

\(^{15}\) The following parameter values are assumed for illustration: $a/(a+b) = c/(c+d) = 0.25$, $\psi_1 = \psi_2 = 0.8$, $\rho = 0.5$. 
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will significantly reduce the available pool of risk capital within the conquered territory . . . ” (1999, page 657). Angell, on the other hand, presents a demand side argument when he notes that German invaders looting the Bank of England would cause harm to the German economy “so serious as to constitute a loss immensely greater than the value of the loot obtained” (1933, page 107).¹⁶

Supply side arguments stress characteristics of the target. If development makes profits more difficult to extract from conquered countries, then developed states should be less likely to be attacked by other states, whether the attackers are developed our not.¹⁷ The demand side rationale suggests instead that only developed initiators are more reluctant to seek territory through force.

Our framework allows a prediction about which of these rationales is more likely. To distinguish target versus initiator effects, we can focus on one country, say country 1, and compare the effects of an increase in development in country 1 with an increase in development in country 2. If a positive development shock in country 1 leads to relatively stronger labor effort, this would conform with demand-side explanations (i.e., developed countries are less likely to initiate territorial conflict).

¹⁶ Angell, like others, offers a mix of both supply side and demand side arguments. “As the only feasible policy in our day for a conqueror to pursue is to leave the wealth of a territory in the possession of its occupants, it is a fallacy, an illusion to regard a nation as increasing its wealth when it increases its territory” (1933, page 91).

¹⁷ See, Liberman (1996) for evidence that occupied industrialized states can be made to turn a profit. The appropriate question, however, is whether profits acquired under conquest exceed those expected from peacetime trade.
Conversely, if a positive development shock in country 2 has stronger effects, this is consistent with supply-side arguments (i.e., developed countries are less likely to be targets of territorial conflict).

Let us first discuss the impact of development in country 1 on the country’s labor supply $L_1$. There are three effects: Development increases $K_1$ (more capital), increases $\psi_1$ (easier conquest of the opponent) and decreases $\psi_2$ (more difficult target). The partial derivatives are $\partial L_1/\partial K_1 > 0$, $\partial L_1/\partial \psi_1 < 0$, $\partial L_1/\partial \psi_2 < 0$. The first and the third effect increase the incentives for labor effort: More capital increases the marginal productivity of labor and being a “bitter pill” for enemy conquest protects production. This is partially offset by the second effect that deters labor effort: Being stronger increases incentives for conquering territory. However, given that fighting technology is a concave function of capital-intensiveness, we know that effect one (larger capital) always outweighs effect two (stronger fighting capacities). Hence, overall it must always hold that increasing a country’s economic development decreases its appetite for initiating territorial conflict.

**Hypothesis 2 (demand)** Developed countries are less likely to initiate territorial disputes.

We can also analyze the effect of an increase in country 2’s development on the incentives for labor in country 1. There are again three effects: Development in country 2 increases $K_2$ (more attractive target for country 1), increases $\psi_2$ (country 2 has stronger incentives for appropriation) and decreases $\psi_1$ (country 2 becomes a “bitter pill”). The partial derivatives are $\partial L_1/\partial K_2 < 0$, and as before $\partial L_1/\partial \psi_2 < 0$ and $\partial L_1/\partial \psi_1 < 0$. The first two effects depress country 1’s incentives for labor: The capital-rich country 2 becomes a more attractive target, and given that the now militarily strong country 2 poses a greater threat to country 1’s capital also production becomes less worthwhile (as the marginal productivity of labor increases in the available capital). The third effect runs counter the first two: Country 2 is harder to conquer, which drives country 1 towards productive activities. Hence, the overall effect of country 2’s development on country 1’s labor efforts is ambiguous: Two effects pull country 1 towards more territorial disputes with country 2, while one effect drives it towards less territorial disputes. Overall, these effects should tend to

---

\(^{18}\)This can easily be seen in equation (6a): Concavity implies that a given increase in capital, $\Delta K_1$, leads to a less than proportional increase in fighting power, $\Delta \psi_1$ (i.e. $\Delta > \Delta$). As $\Delta K_1$ is in the numerator, and $\Delta \psi_1$ in the denominator of the fraction $\frac{(1-\psi_2(1-L_2))\Delta K_1}{\Delta \psi_1 K_1^2} + \rho$, this expression becomes unambiguously larger as country 1 develops.
cancel out so that developed countries are neither more nor less likely to be targets of territorial conflict. What is clear however, is that even if supply-factors should on the whole lead developed countries to be less prone to become targets, this effect will be smaller than the unambiguous demand-side effects of developed countries tending to be less willing to initiate territorial conflict. This can be seen from the fact that $\partial L_1/\partial K_1 > 0 > \partial L_1/\partial K_2$, and that the effects on relative fighting strengths are likely to cancel out (as in both cases there is one effect related to fighting capability that pulls towards more conflict, while the other effect pulls states towards less conflict).

**Hypothesis 3 (supply)** Developed states should be about as likely to be targets of territorial disputes (even if development decreases the likelihood of becoming a target of territorial conflict, the effect should be smaller than the tendency for developed countries not to initiate territorial disputes).

Figure 3 illustrates these findings for the same parameter values as in Figure 2, but now we assume that the positive development shock is limited to country 1 ($K'_1 = 3, K'_2 = 1$). The choices country 1 and country 2 make again move the Nash equilibrium from E to E'. Country 1’s labor time is now strongly increased — and the time spent on conflict is decreased — and where the effect on country 2 is ambiguous and small. Demand-side effects are larger than supply-side effects.

The focus of this paper lies in disentangling supply versus demand effects of development for territorial conflict. However, as we transition from the theoretical to the empirical, it becomes necessary to discuss how our model relates to non-territorial conflict. As argued above, the military technology for territorial conquest and control is labor intensive. Increases in available capital only have small effects on the ability to control conquered territories. Hence, it makes sense to think of the fighting technology as being a concave function of the capital-intensiveness of the economy.

In contrast, the fighting technology for non-territorial conflicts over policy are arguably quite different. Where the goal is to punish a leader for adopting hostile policies, or to induce regime change in a given country, for example, without controlling territory over the long term, tanks and planes may be more important than soldiers or marines. The high-tech U.S. Air Force possesses a comparative advantage in the kinds of punitive actions designed to compel policy change, but it

---
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19The relative fighting capabilities of the two states must change, given that now only one country experiences the positive development shock. For the sake of exposition, we assume $\psi'_1 = 0.9$ and $\psi'_2 = 0.7$.  

has been much less effective when trying to control territory or unruly populations. Scud missiles, Islamist insurgents, and Saddam Hussein himself all evaded detection by airpower, while bridges, airports and armored units experienced devastating destruction. In terms of our model, it makes sense to think about the fighting technology for policy disputes as being a convex, rather than concave function of capital-intensiveness. Formally, $\psi_1 = \tilde{S}(K_1, K_2)$, where $\partial \tilde{S}/\partial K_1 > 0$ and $\partial^2 \tilde{S}/(\partial K_1)^2 > 0$. If the resulting increase in $\psi_1$ is large enough in equation (6a), then in country 1 a positive development shock could decrease its $L_1$, and cause country 1 to fight harder over policy.

4 Research Design

We examine the impact of economic development on militarized interstate disputes (MIDs) and several other indicators of territorial conflict with samples ranging from the post-World War II period to the period from the end of the Napoleonic Wars (1816 - 2000). We use directed dyads to differentiate potential initiators from targets and evaluate the hypotheses. Reliable data on gross domestic product (GDP) is available only from 1945 onward. We extend the analysis by using two cruder indicators of development, energy consumption and iron & steel production. Both long-term indicators are well documented in other studies (Singer et al. 1972; Singer 1987; Correlates of War
Project 2005). We estimate coefficients using probit in *Stata* with Huber/White robust standard errors. Independent variables are lagged by one year to limit the effects of endogeneity. We also use the Beck, et al. (1998) method of temporal splines to control for duration dependence.²⁰

### 4.1 Data

Data for the study come from several sources, but we begin with a set of variables from the data management software program EUGene (Bennett & Stam 2000, 2001). Unless otherwise stated, variables used in the analysis are coded according to procedures detailed in EUGene documentation.

#### 4.1.1 Dependent Variables

The main dependent variable is coded from the MIDs dataset of militarized threats, deployments, uses of force, or wars (Gochman & Maoz 1984; Jones et al. 1996). EUGene includes a dummy for MID “initiation,” where the variable is coded (1) if a dispute is initiated by state A in a directed dyad, and (0) reflects either no dispute, or one initiated by state B. The directed dyad research design used here allows states to appear as either potential initiator or target in each dyad year.

We also replicate a critical portion of our analysis on three datasets that specifically identify conflicts over territory. Huth & Allee (2002, 2003) construct a dataset of territorial disputes for most countries over the period 1919-1995. The main objective of their analysis is to evaluate democratic peace theories (Huth and Allee do not directly assess the impact of economic development on territorial conflicts). Huth and Allee code for the initiator and target of each conflict, allowing directed dyadic analysis. Tir, et al. (1998) identify all territorial changes in the period 1816-1996 that involve at least one nation-state as defined by the COW criteria.²¹ These data distinguish between territorial revisions involving militarized violence and those that do not, but they do not specify the initiator or target.²² As such, we can only directly evaluate claims about the non-directional effect of development on territorial conflict, but this can offer additional support for other findings. Finally, we examine an indicator of territorial conflict from the Issue Correlates of

²⁰We have prepared a *Stata* “do” file that replicates all aspects of data construction and quantitative analysis.
²¹See, Correlates of War Project (2005b) for a discussion of the COW coding rules for system membership. See, Fazal (2004) and Gleditsch & Ward (1999) for criticism on the coding decisions used by the COW project.
²²Goertz & Diehl (1992) offer a more detailed discussion of the territorial revision data.
War project (ICOW), which identifies territorial, riparian, and maritime claims in the Americas (Hensel 2001). ICOW codes for claims as opposed to conflicts. The relationship between claimant and conflict initiator is ambiguous. Still, the ability to conduct additional tests is appealing.

### 4.1.2 Independent Variables

**Economic development:** We use three indicators of development: 1.) GDP/Pop. measures a state’s annual gross domestic product per capita (Gleditsch 2002). We take the natural log of GDP to control for heteroskedasticity. 2.) Energy Cons./Pop. comes from the COW National Material Capabilities dataset of total annual fuel consumption in coal-ton equivalents. 3.) Iron & Steel/Pop. measures the quantity of iron or steel produced by a country in a given year. These measures are often-used proxies for GDP (c.f. Lipset 1959; Burkhart & Lewis-Beck 1994; Hegre et al. 2001).

**Military Technology:** We adopt an indicator that is convenient and which we believe is sufficiently accurate for the purposes of this study. We divide annual defense spending from the COW National Material Capabilities dataset (CINC) by the number of military personnel for each country. This creates a statistic analogous to GDP per capita for the military that should tell us which armies have advanced weaponry, communication, transport, and logistics capabilities, and which do not.

**Trade:** Interdependent states may be less (Oneal et al. 1996, 2003; Polachek 1980, 1992, 2002; Polachek & McDonald 1992; Polachek, Robst & Chang 1999; Russett & Oneal 2001), or more (Hirschman 1945; Barbieri 1996, 2003) likely to fight each other, or there may be no effect of trade on disputes (Gartzke & Li 2003; Gartzke et al. 2001). Given the close putative relationship between trade and economic development (Smith 1976[1776], Ricardo 1984[1821], Viner 1937, Rostow 1960), we include estimates of the effect of both bilateral and multilateral trade in this analysis (Gleditsch 2002). We also replace missing values of the trade variables with “0” to minimize listwise deletion (Oneal & Russett 1997, Oneal & Russett 1999), though this is not critical to establish our results.

---


24Results are the same using models that omit the trade variable, or that include only openness or bilateral trade.
**Democracy:** Polity data provide two eleven-point indexes of regime type based on formal constraints on the executive (AUTOC) and institutional support for democracy (DEMOC) (Jaggers & Gurr. 1995, Gurr et al. 1989). We prepare monadic values by taking the difference between DEMOC and AUTOC, adding 10 and divide by 2 to yield the 0–10 range of Polity variables. We examine both the monadic values and higher and lower scores in each dyad (Oneal et al. 2003; Oneal & Russett 1996).

**Geographic Contiguity and Distance:** Neighbors fight more than states that are geographically distant. In part, this can be explained by opportunity. Yet, there is a greater likelihood of fighting among contiguous dyads independent of distance (Diehl 1985). Contiguity is a dichotomous variable for states that share a land border or are separated by less than 150 miles of water. We also include a variable measuring the metric distance between dyad members. Distance is the natural logarithm of the great circle distance between state capitals (in some cases other cities are used).

**Major Power Status:** Major powers tend to be more active at the international level. There is also a danger that the relationship between development and conflict might be confounded by major power politics. Maj. Power codes the presence (1), or absence (0) of a major power.

**Allies:** Alliances are intended to affect conflict behavior. Alliance is a dichotomous variable for the presence of an alliance in the dyad, based on the COW Alliance Dataset (Singer & Small 1966, Small & Singer 1990, Gibler & Sarkees 2004). We examine both all alliances and just defense pacts.

**Capabilities:** Capabilities determine the ability of states to project power and conduct warfare independent of national income. We assess capabilities using the COW CINC scores of each state in the dyad. CINC scores are computed as the weighted average of a state’s share of total system population, urban population, energy consumption, iron and steel production, military manpower and military expenditures. CINC represents the CINC score for each state in the directed dyad.25

25 An interaction term between the CINC variables is seldom significant and does not alter the results.
Oil and Mountains: Research on civil war emphasizes the effect of geographic terrain (Buhaug & Gates 2002; Collier et al. 2004) and resources (Collier & Hoeffler 2002, 2004) on conflict. The same factors should prove salient for states contemplating invasion. Similarly, some prizes are greater than others. Oil would seem to be a particularly appealing target for conquest.\footnote{A recent study by de Soysa, et al. (2009) shows that oil states are no more likely to be the targets of attacks.} We use data from Fearon & Laitin (2003) to identify which countries are mountainous, and/or are oil-rich.

The Middle East: Regional heterogeneity has been identified as an important potential problem in cross-sectional analysis of international relations (Lemke 2002, 2003a, 2003b). In particular, the Middle East is often said to be an outlier.\footnote{We examined a set of regional dummies and found that the Middle East is the most conflict prone, followed by Asia, with Africa and the Americas not statistically atypical in their behavior, and Europe least disputatious. The Middle East dummy thus serves as a convenient (and compact) assessment of regional outlier effects. Sorli et al. (2005) show that civil conflict is no more common in the Middle East than standard statistical models would predict.} Many of the countries in the region also possess unusual oil wealth that skews average national income statistics. While not necessary for the results, it seems appropriate to examine whether our findings are robust to heterogeneous regional effects (Lai 2006).

Temporal Dependence: Finally, we control for temporal dependence using the Beck et al. (1998) technique. We construct four splines for each dependent variable, interpolated from a dummy matrix coding the lag between directed dyad years of conflict initiation or onset.

5 Results

The results are detailed in three tables. In the first and second tables, the dependent variable is MID initiation by state A. Table 1 uses GDP per capita to measure development.\footnote{Maddison (2003) offers historical GDP data, but the sample is quite limited. Results are similar.} Table 2 offers a longer time-series using energy consumption. Table 3 assesses other indicators of territorial conflict.

Model 1 in Table 1 lists the probit coefficient estimates for a model of the general effects of economic development and military technology on all dispute initiations by state A. Consistent with previous research, coefficient estimates for GDP/Pop A and GDP/Pop B are not statistically
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D.V.: MID Initiation</th>
<th>1: All MIDs</th>
<th>2: All MIDs</th>
<th>3: Territorial</th>
<th>4: Non-Territorial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GDP/Pop A 2</td>
<td>-0.041 (0.024)</td>
<td>-0.037 (0.025)</td>
<td>-0.231 (0.065)</td>
<td>*** 0.089 (0.020) ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP/Pop B 2</td>
<td>0.012 (0.025)</td>
<td>0.012 (0.026)</td>
<td>-0.003 (0.085)</td>
<td>0.087 (0.020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Tech A 3</td>
<td>0.385 (0.109)  *** 13.808 (11.076)</td>
<td>-39.669 (25.550)</td>
<td>6.286 (9.741)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Tech B 3</td>
<td>0.275 (0.138)  * 6.759 (9.258)   * -0.003 (0.085)</td>
<td>0.087 (0.020)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP × Mil. Tech. A</td>
<td>-1.374 (1.139)</td>
<td>-1.012 (0.517)  -8.749 (3.847) * -1.054 (0.638)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP × Mil. Tech. B</td>
<td>-0.665 (0.948)</td>
<td>0.726 (2.296)   -0.740 (1.010)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilat. Trade A</td>
<td>-1.042 (0.514) * -1.012 (0.517)  -8.749 (3.847) * -1.054 (0.638)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilat. Trade B</td>
<td>-1.189 (0.932)</td>
<td>-1.119 (0.957)  -8.444 (4.721) -0.697 (0.651)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Openness A</td>
<td>0.040 (0.015)  ** 0.041 (0.015)  ** 0.024 (0.037)</td>
<td>0.023 (0.016)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Openness B</td>
<td>0.030 (0.018)  ** 0.031 (0.018)  ** 0.022 (0.033)</td>
<td>0.019 (0.015)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democracy (Low)</td>
<td>-0.040 (0.008) *** -0.039 (0.008) *** -0.021 (0.023) ** -0.073 (0.007) ***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democracy (High)</td>
<td>0.054 (0.008)  *** 0.054 (0.008) *** 0.084 (0.020) *** 0.032 (0.005) ***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contiguity 1</td>
<td>1.100 (0.079)  *** 1.100 (0.079) *** 0.988 (0.211) *** 0.892 (0.076) ***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance 2</td>
<td>-0.077 (0.010) *** -0.076 (0.010) *** -0.144 (0.023) *** -0.069 (0.010) ***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maj. Power A 1</td>
<td>0.241 (0.096)  * 0.243 (0.096)  * -0.436 (0.425) 0.275 (0.081) ***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maj. Power B 1</td>
<td>0.132 (0.133)  ** 0.133 (0.133)  ** -0.350 (0.645) 0.295 (0.080) ***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alliance 1</td>
<td>-0.080 (0.066)</td>
<td>-0.076 (0.066)</td>
<td>-0.240 (0.146)</td>
<td>-0.013 (0.058)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CINC A</td>
<td>3.002 (0.680)  *** 2.964 (0.682) *** 5.118 (3.005) 2.174 (0.645) ***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CINC B</td>
<td>2.935 (0.952)  ** 2.929 (0.959)  ** 4.334 (4.457) 1.987 (0.653) ***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil (&gt; $\frac{1}{3}$ GDP) A 1</td>
<td>-0.083 (0.048)</td>
<td>0.041 (0.011) ***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil (&gt; $\frac{1}{3}$ GDP) B 1</td>
<td>-0.070 (0.047)</td>
<td>0.042 (0.011) ***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountains A 2</td>
<td>0.041 (0.011) ***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountains B 2</td>
<td>0.041 (0.011) ***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-2.513 (0.291) *** -2.566 (0.308) *** -1.463 (0.665) * -3.732 (0.221) ***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| N | 655004 | 655004 | 655004 | 641586 |
| Log-likelihood | -6253.689 | -6250.967 | -839.115 | -9758.983 |
| $\chi^2(21,23,23,27)$ | 2574.564 | 2555.722 | 638.072 | 2314.769 |

Signif.: * = 5%, ** = 1%, *** = 0.1%. Code: 1 = dummy, 2 = natural log, 3 = coefficient ($1 \times 10^6$).

Values in parentheses are robust standard errors, significance tests two-tailed. Spline results are suppressed.
different from zero. Development has no discernible effect on potential initiators or targets. Conversely, military technology appears to be an important influence on whether states fight, with both military technology variables significantly increasing dispute behavior. On first reflection, the results for the *Military Tech* variables appear to contradict our assertion that military technology does not matter much for war or peace. However, Model 1 also treats technology and development as independent processes. We need to allow for the possibility that the apparent effect of military technology is really a product of economic development. Model 2 adds an interaction term between a country’s level of development and its military technology. Once the two variables are allowed to interact, we see that neither variable significantly influences the likelihood of interstate conflict.

Our theory of development and conflict suggests the need to differentiate between fights over resources and the exercise of influence over policy outcomes. In Model 3, we limit the coding of MIDs to territorial disputes. Without changing any other aspect of the statistical model, we now see that developed states are much less likely to initiate conflicts. Conversely, economic development appears to have no impact on the propensity to become a target of territorial aggression. Nor do the military technology variables have any independent impact in this or subsequent regressions. As suggested by hypothesis 2, developed states are much less likely to initiate a dispute over territory. Consistent with hypothesis 3, developed countries are no less likely to become the targets of militarized disputes concerning territory. Supply side arguments implying that development leads to bitter pill effects in which states are unprofitable to conquer are not supported (Brooks 2005).

Developed countries do not appear reluctant to use militarized aggression for other purposes. Indeed, as Model 4 reveals, developed countries are significantly more likely to be both the initiators and targets of conflict over non-territorial issues. Both monadic development coefficients (which are virtually identical) are positive and significant, meaning that there are equivalent, independent contributions from each state in the dyad. Developed states A are more likely to initiate a dispute regardless of the characteristics of state B, but are most likely to experience a MID with other developed states. Many of the disputes in which developed countries are more likely to participate involve joining or patron-client relationships, where policy interests play a larger role than territory.

Other variables in the four models in Table 1 help to ensure that our findings are not the
product of the most obvious spurious relationships.\footnote{Results of regressions containing only the key development and technology variables are substantially the same.} There are no consistent findings involving trade. Bilateral and openness values for state A are statistically significant in two of the models. The trade dependence of the target state is largely irrelevant in explaining conflict. Contiguity and distance behave as expected, while the dyadic alliance variable is never statistically significant.

Some of the most interesting findings in Table 1 involve differences across the four models. Both \textit{Democracy} variables are statistically significant, with the exception of \textit{Democracy (Low)} in Model 3. The effect of democracy on conflict appears to vary between territorial and non-territorial disputes. Similarly, major power initiators and both capabilities variables are statistically insignificant for territorial contests. If power determines state interests, we might expect that state A’s CINC score matters, but not that of state B. Conversely, deterrence theory (Snyder 1961; Mearsheimer 1983, 2001) implies that the CINC score of state B should negatively (and significantly) predict MIDs.

Model 4 also includes four additional variables meant to capture the appeal of conquest or the difficulty of fighting. These variables are not included in Model 3 because they were not statistically significant. Interestingly, oil wealth has no effect on militarized disputes, but mountainous countries are more conflict prone over policy. Differences seem to persist when terrain gets rougher, perhaps because such mountainous places constitute safe havens for peoples or groups with heterodox views.

Table 2 repeats much of the analysis conducted in Table 1, but uses energy consumption in place of GDP per capita. The trade variables and the indicators of “conquerability” and oil are omitted due to the lack of data. We also drop the military technology variables, as they have little effect on the analysis. However, we add a Middle East dummy to assess regional heterogeneity.\footnote{Adding the Middle East dummy to the territorial and non-territorial models in Table 1 does not affect results.} Population weighted energy consumption performs in much the same way as GDP per capita. There is no statistically significant effect in the larger sample when disputes are all evaluated together, but evaluating development only in the territorial or non-territorial samples leads to quite a different picture. In Model 6, the energy consumption of initiators, but not of targets, is negatively associated with territorial disputes (hypotheses 2 and 3). Similarly, in Model 7, as discussed above, the energy consumption of both initiators and targets increases non-territorial militarized conflict.

A recent study by Senese (2005) focusing on interactions between territory and contiguity
Table 2: Probit Regressions of Energy Consumption on MIDs, Directed Dyads

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D.V.: MID Initiation</th>
<th>5: All MIDs</th>
<th>6: Territorial</th>
<th>7: Non-Territorial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Energy Cons./Pop. A (ln)</strong></td>
<td>−0.018</td>
<td>−0.277 ***</td>
<td>0.046 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.019)</td>
<td>(0.084)</td>
<td>(0.013)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Energy Cons./Pop. B (ln)</strong></td>
<td>−0.004</td>
<td>−0.088</td>
<td>0.046 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.018)</td>
<td>(0.067)</td>
<td>(0.013)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democracy (Low)</td>
<td>−0.035 ***</td>
<td>−0.020</td>
<td>−0.054 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.005)</td>
<td>(0.016)</td>
<td>(0.005)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democracy (High)</td>
<td>0.043 ***</td>
<td>0.069 ***</td>
<td>0.036 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.006)</td>
<td>(0.017)</td>
<td>(0.004)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contiguity (dummy)</td>
<td>0.762 ***</td>
<td>1.007 ***</td>
<td>0.652 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.060)</td>
<td>(0.150)</td>
<td>(0.057)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance (ln)</td>
<td>−0.075 ***</td>
<td>−0.091 ***</td>
<td>−0.072 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.008)</td>
<td>(0.019)</td>
<td>(0.007)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maj. Power A</td>
<td>0.366 ***</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>0.352 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.056)</td>
<td>(0.174)</td>
<td>(0.051)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maj. Power B</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td>−0.044</td>
<td>0.357 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.077)</td>
<td>(0.241)</td>
<td>(0.052)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alliance (dummy)</td>
<td>−0.093 *</td>
<td>−0.119</td>
<td>−0.085 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.046)</td>
<td>(0.091)</td>
<td>(0.040)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CINC A</td>
<td>1.994 ***</td>
<td>1.870</td>
<td>1.982 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.325)</td>
<td>(1.188)</td>
<td>(0.310)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CINC B</td>
<td>1.812 ***</td>
<td>1.251</td>
<td>1.825 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.493)</td>
<td>(1.736)</td>
<td>(0.331)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East</td>
<td>0.458 ***</td>
<td>0.488 ***</td>
<td>0.410 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.072)</td>
<td>(0.138)</td>
<td>(0.051)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>−2.565 ***</td>
<td>−3.351 ***</td>
<td>−2.268 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.063)</td>
<td>(0.156)</td>
<td>(0.061)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N = 984510
Log-likelihood = −12256.985 −1427.833 −18014.711
χ²(16,16,16) = 2797.33 *** 438.43 *** 3568.84 ***

Significance:  * : 5%  ** : 1%  *** : 0.1%. Values in parentheses are robust standard errors. Significance tests are two-tailed. Coefficients and standard errors for splines are suppressed.
finds that development increases the tendency of states to escalate to militarized disputes. Our research design differs from Senese (directed dyads versus dyadic analysis, different variables and variable constructions). Senese also combines territorial and non-territorial MIDs in the analysis (2005, pages 772-773). The most salient difference, however, may be the use by Senese (2005) of territorial claims data from Huth & Allee (2002, 2003). Because territorial claims constitute a sub-sample, the implicit assumption in the research design is that developed and developing states demand territorial changes at about the same rate. If instead developed states have fewer reasons to demand territorial revisions, then they can appear to be more likely to escalate, even though they are less likely to experience conflict in general over territory. We argue that developed states make fewer territorial demands than developing countries. Developed states tend already to control the places and populations that identify with the nation, making revisionist claims less likely.

We next take a closer look at the connection between economic development and territorial claims. Table 3 summarizes findings using other measures of territorial conflict and the third indicator of development, iron & steel production. The three regressions in Table 3 are similar to Model 6 in Table 2, but rely on other data sources to construct the dependent variable. Model 8 presents probit coefficient estimates and standard errors using data from Huth & Allee (2002, 2003) to construct the dependent variable. As these results reveal, economically developed states are much less likely to initiate conflicts over territory. While Huth and Allee find that democratic initiators are less likely to fight over territory, the effect of democracy on the potential initiator is not statistically significant in Model 8. Instead, democratic targets appear more likely to be challenged over territorial issues. This discrepancy could be due to the absence of controls for economic development in Huth & Allee (2002), though their analysis of democracy is more detailed.

Model 9 examines the effect of development on territorial conflict using data from Tir et al. (1998). Development is again found to reduce the penchant for conflict over territory (hypothesis 1). Most of the other relationships are largely as before, though Democracy B, Maj. Power B, and CINC A are no longer statistically significant. The largest difference is that the development level

31 As Senese (2005, page 778) cogently points out, wars between non-contiguous states may appear more likely because, while non-contiguous dyads are less likely to experience any kind of dispute, those that do engage in violence are more likely to be considerably resolved and thus more likely to precipitate high levels of casualties.

32 We also evaluated these models using the energy consumption variable, which yielded similar results.
### Table 3: Probit Regressions of Iron & Steel Production on Territorial Conflicts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D.V.: Various</th>
<th>8: Huth Terr Conflicts</th>
<th>9: Diehl Terr Revisions</th>
<th>10: ICOW Terr Disputes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Iron &amp; Steel/Pop. A (ln)</strong></td>
<td>−1.338 ** (0.453)</td>
<td>−1.578 ** (0.566)</td>
<td>−1.479 *** (0.423)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Iron &amp; Steel/Pop. B (ln)</strong></td>
<td>0.205 (0.209)</td>
<td>−1.574 ** (0.573)</td>
<td>−0.697 * (0.354)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democracy A</td>
<td>−0.017 (0.010)</td>
<td>0.021 (0.012)</td>
<td>0.025 (0.015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democracy B</td>
<td>0.035 ** (0.012)</td>
<td>0.018 (0.012)</td>
<td>0.040 * (0.020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contiguity (dummy)</td>
<td>1.845 *** (0.156)</td>
<td>0.971 *** (0.142)</td>
<td>1.569 *** (0.224)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance (ln)</td>
<td>−0.048 ** (0.017)</td>
<td>−0.039 ** (0.015)</td>
<td>−0.008 (0.023)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maj. Power A</td>
<td>0.094 (0.195)</td>
<td>0.289 (0.175)</td>
<td>−1.746 *** (0.253)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maj. Power B</td>
<td>0.897 *** (0.175)</td>
<td>0.311 (0.175)</td>
<td>−1.032 *** (0.255)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alliance (dummy)</td>
<td>−0.093 (0.086)</td>
<td>−0.188 (0.103)</td>
<td>−0.010 (0.105)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CINC A</td>
<td>2.744 * (1.324)</td>
<td>1.148 (1.082)</td>
<td>4.115 *** (1.210)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CINC B</td>
<td>−0.728 (1.166)</td>
<td>0.828 (1.108)</td>
<td>5.270 *** (0.953)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East</td>
<td>0.451 *** (0.120)</td>
<td>0.551 *** (0.128)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>−2.864 *** (0.150)</td>
<td>−3.743 *** (0.141)</td>
<td>−1.454 *** (0.216)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| N | 754932 | 954245 | 175767 |
| Log-likelihood | −17708.526 | −927.574 | −6840.893 |
| $\chi^2_{(16,16,15)}$ | 945.65 *** | 593.76 *** | 500.45 *** |

Significance: * : 5%  ** : 1%  *** : 0.1%. Values in parentheses are robust standard errors. Significance tests are two-tailed. Coefficients and standard errors for splines are suppressed.
of the target is now statistically significant in reducing territorial conflict. This can be explained by the fact that the Tir et al. (1998) dyadic coding does not identify an initiator. As such, the effects of development on initiator or target cannot be specifically identified and are instead diluted. Still, the general relationship appears robust enough to persist even with a loss of precision.

Finally, Hensel (2001) provides an indicator of territorial conflict from the Issue Correlates of War project (ICOW) project. Model 9 shows once again that states are less likely to become involved in conflicts if the potential initiator is economically developed. The economic status of the target is also relevant to whether states experience conflict. While ICOW code initiators and targets, the coding is for territorial claims as opposed to conflicts. The behavior of claimants appears slightly different from, but not incompatible with, that of disputants. We find that the results are again supportive of the claim that developed states are less prone to seek to alter the status quo distribution of territory. Our results also account for the disparity between our study and that of Senese (2005). The tendency of developed states to reflect the territorial status quo, and not to seek to conquer territory, further supports our findings that developed countries care less about resource conquest, while being if anything more willing to compel in the policy sphere.

6 Conclusion

Development is not synonymous with peace. Average national income has no simple monotonic effect on militarized conflict. In particular, by increasing state capacity, economic development expands the ability of prosperous states to impose themselves on their neighbors. The evidence of this provided here is that developed states more often engage in certain kinds of aggressive behavior. Developed states fight over disputed polices more often regardless of whether as an initiator or target. Developed countries concern themselves with more of the world’s problems, and are thus drawn in as participants in a wider array of policy or regime-oriented conflicts.

Development reduces the utility of territorial theft. It is now cheaper in most cases for the most advanced countries to leave government to local authorities and to purchase what they need through global markets. This is not a characteristic of the land itself. Indeed, after controlling for the effects of power and proximity, developed states as potential targets are no less likely to
be the subject of territorial aggression. Rather, development works on the willingness of potential initiators of territorial conflict, reducing their interest in taking through force what can be had through exchange. Trade is cheap. Occupation (though unfortunately not war) is expensive.

We began by noting that territory has traditionally been a major impetus for interstate war. The historical record provides numerous examples of big states gobbling up their smaller neighbors. Yet, small states still existed throughout history. What kept big states from eliminating small states all together? While there are several factors, including use as buffers, norms of appropriate international behavior (Bull 1995; Wendt 1999, page 283–284), and adept diplomacy (Fox 1959), one should also acknowledge the role of material constraints in thwarting unlimited expansion. From time immemorial, states have failed to extend their domains because they could not. Rome stopped at the Rhine, not because its leaders had misgivings about the moral content of (more) empire, but because Rome’s legions could stretch themselves no further (Wells 2002).

Today, the world’s most powerful and prosperous nations are less constrained than they are conditioned by economic development. Force, while at least as feasible as ever before, is certainly less profitable, at least when it comes to territorial conquest. Wealth has not created bitter pills, nations immune to the Hobbesian inclinations of other nations. Instead, prosperous pacifists have emerged, nations that no longer desire conquest, even if compelling other countries through force remains a viable element of policy making. Prosperous pacifists ensure a special, more limited kind of peace, one in which the traditional logic of occupation and territorial control can no longer be justified on domestic economic grounds. We can only hope that pacific incentives will continue.

---

33Fazal (2002) shows that small states that act as buffers are less likely to survive as independent sovereign nations.
34Tolerance of buffer states may be endogenous. Both Ancient Rome and the series of Chinese empires adopted explicit strategies of creating buffer polities by “civilizing” and co-opting settled tribal groups on their borders.
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